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Vision
“The Commercial Core is a major employment center, a lively tourist
and convention attraction, a strong shopping magnet, a thriving
residential center, and a regional cultural and entertainment hub. The
Commercial Core’s unique neighborhood identity reflects its role as the
heart of Seattle’s Downtown Urban Center.”
- Commercial Core Planning Committee
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Downtown Urban Center

The Commercial Core is the central neighborhood of the Downtown Urban Center.
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Purpose and Context
Seattle’s Comprehensive Plan
Seattle’s neighborhood planning program stemmed from the state’s Growth
Management Act (GMA), passed by the Washington State Legislature in 1990.
The GMA required Washington communities to plan for their growth over the
next twenty years. In response to this mandate, the Seattle City Council
adopted Seattle’s Comprehensive Plan: Toward a Sustainable Seattle
(Comprehensive Plan) in 1994.
The Comprehensive Plan proposed to concentrate future growth within thirtyseven of the city’s existing neighborhoods and to support that growth with
complementary new programs in housing, open space, transportation, and
human services. To carry out this mission, the City of Seattle developed a
neighborhood planning process that provided neighborhoods with City funding
and staff support. The City then directed each neighborhood to create
community visions, address geographically-specific problems and
opportunities, and produce plans for implementing the Comprehensive
Plan growth targets.
The Comprehensive Plan established a Downtown Urban Center and further
designated five urban center villages within the urban center: Denny Triangle,
Denny Regrade (Belltown), Commercial Core (including the central waterfront),
Pioneer Square, and International District. For each neighborhood, the
Comprehensive Plan established specific job and housing growth targets. The
Comprehensive Plan’s growth targets for the Commercial Core are:

Existing
Jobs

New Jobs
Target

SF of New
Building @
275 SF/Job

Existing
Housing
Units

New
Housing
Units Target

SF of New
Building @
600 SF/Unit

107,000

27,000

7,400,000

2,800

1,365

2,300,OOO

Downtown Urban Center Plan
The Downtown Urban Center Plan contains recommendations that pertain to
alI the downtown neighborhoods, including the Commercial Core.
3ecommendations for addressing downtown-wide housing, transportation, and
luman service needs in the Commercial Core and the other downtown
neighborhoods are enumerated in the more broadly based Downtown Urban
Zenter Plan.
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Commercial Core Neighborhood Plan
The scope of this plan is significant. The Commercial Core is downtowr&
largest and most developed neighborhood. The Commercial Core contains the
Seattle’s Retail Core, Financial Center/Office Core, City and County
government centers, Central Waterfront, and Pike Place Market Historic
District.

Special Planning Issues
As envisioned in the Comprehensive Plan, the Commercial Core will contain
approximately 60% of the Downtown Urban Center’s jobs (+134,000 jobs) by
the year 2014. implementation of the Commercial Core Neighborhood Plan will
generate between $1.7 and $2 billion of new private investment plus significant
public investment. Commercial Core workers alone will spend between $250
and $300 million annually on downtown retail and other services. The
Commercial Core’s commercial and retail businesses contribute several billion
dollars to the economy each year. The Commercial Core is a vital component
of both Seattle and the Puget Sound region and it sets the vision of Seattle as
seen by much of the world.

Pike Place Market J

/

Office Core
City/County !
Government Center

Seattle Commercial Core
Districts

S WASHINGTON
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The goal of the Comprehensive Plan is to concentrate future growth in areas
with the capacity and infrastructure to support that growth. By gracefully
accommodating growth, the Commercial Core can not only enrich its urban
qualities but contribute to the region by absorbing growth that may be
destructive elsewhere. This plan outlines the implementation elements of a
strategy for meeting these objectives.

Making Capacity Usable
The growth targets for the Commercial Core reflect significant increases in both
employment (+25%) and housing (+46%). The combined effect of these
targets will be the construction of approximately 7.4 million square feet of new
building space for job production and 2.3 million square feet of housing. A
1998 development capacity survey estimated that the Commercial Core has
adequate zoned capacity for housing production, but is approximately one-half
million square feet short of the capacity needed to meet its job targets
In reality, the Commercial Core may be more than one-half million square feet
short of meeting job capacity. Capacity estimates reflect the area’s “potential”
development capacity, not its actual capacity. Some sites will not develop,
some are too small to be developed economically, and some have historic
structures or other characteristics that make their redevelopment undesirable.
If the Commercial Core is to meet its growth targets, innovative and practical
ways must be found to transfer capacity from these sites to the core’s
remaining development sites. The Commercial Core Neighborhood Plan
presents a strategy for making development capacity usable.

Simplifying the System
Seattle’s existing zoning, bonus, and development rights transfer systems are
extremely complicated. The process for calculating a site’s maximum building
:apacity can encounter as many as three dozen different zoning standards and
2ublic benefit calculation procedures. This system needs to be simplified and
ts features integrated to reflect the needs and priorities of the neighborhood.
The Commercial Core Neighborhood Plan recommends ways to both
simplify the system and define bonus items that develop public benefit
‘eatures that respond to the neighborhood’s goals and objectives.

iddressing Future Needs
4s the Commercial Core neighborhood develops, it will become more focused
IS an employment, residential, retail, and tourist center. As the area changes
md develops, it will be critical that its streets, open spaces, and new buildings
)e designed to support a growing and active Commercial Core.
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Seattle Commercial Core
Cultural Resources

Governmental Facilities

Public Facilities

1 Odyssey Maritime Museum (Pier 66)
2 Seattle Art Museum
3 Benaroya Hall
4 Seattle Public Library
5 5th Avenue Theater
6 ACT Theater

9 U.S. Post Office
IO Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
11 Federal Office Building
12 Henry M. Jackson Building
13 U.S. Court House
14 Seattle Civic Center
15 King County Administration Center

16 Port of Seattle (Pier 69)
17 Pike Place Public Market
18 Washington State Convention and Trade Center
19 Seattle YWCA
20 Seattle YMCA

Religious Institutions
7 Plymouth Congretional Church
8 First United Methodist Church
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Parks
21
22
23
24
25

Seattle Aquarium and Waterfront Park (Pier 58)
Washington State Ferry Terminal (Pier 52)
Victor Steinbrueck Park
Westlake Park
Freeway Park

Goals and Policies
The following language will be adopted into the Comprehensive Plan.

Goals
Gl: A major employment center, tourist and convention attraction, shopping
magnet, residential neighborhood, and regional hub of cultural and
entertainment activities.
G2: A unique neighborhood identity for the Commercial Core.

Policies
PI: Explore revising land use codes, public benefit bonuses and incentive
programs to stimulate desirable development and support neighborhood
goals.
P2: Encourage variety in architectural character and building scale.
P3: Strive to maintain the neighborhood’s historic, cultural and visual
resources.
P4: Seek to provide housing affordable to households with a range of income
levels.
P5: Guide development and capital projects throughout the entire downtown
area through development of a unified urban design strategy that provides
a vision for new public facilities, waterfront connections, pedestrian
environments, transit linkages and open spaces.
P6: Strive to take advantage of opportunities to develop new public open
space and encourage development of a system of connected green
spaces and open areas.
P7: Use Green Streets and open space as a means to improve urban design
character and provide amenities that support growth.
P8: Seek to improve the cleanliness and safety of streets and public spaces.
P9: Seek to improve the pedestrian qualities of streets and public spaces.
PIO: Seek to enhance pedestrian connections between the Commercial Core
and other neighborhoods.
PI 1: Work with transit providers to promote convenient transit and public
access to and through the Commercial Core.
P12: Seek opportunities to improve mobility throughout the Commercial Core.
P13: Seek to increase coordination among downtown human services providers.
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Key Strategies
In developing the neighborhood plan, the Commercial Core Planning
Committee focused on land use and urban design strategies that create the
type of development incentives needed to meet Comprehensive Plan growth
targets while improving neighborhood character and development potential.

Strategies and Recommendations
Strategy 1: Modify zoning and design standards to stimulate desirable
development and promote architectural variety.
q DRCIDMC Rezone
E Small Site Development
6 Building Height Variance
Strategy 2: Rework bonus and TDR programs to stimulate desirable
development and promote architectural variety,
w Tiering Elimination
H Bonus System Overhaul
q TDR System Overhaul
E Small Building TDR
q Historic Building TDR
Strategy 3: Create development incentives to stimulate housing production.

Housing Super Bonus
R “Invisible” Housing FAR Exemption
q

Strategy 4: Develop Green Streets and open space to enhance urban design
character and to support population growth.
m City Property TDR
n Open Space TDR
w Pedestrian Streetscapes Implementation
8 Pedestrian Streetscapes Funding
Strategy 5: Create a master plan to guide the design and maintenance of

public spaces in the downtown.
q Downtown Urban Design Plan

In order to meet the Comprehensive Plan’s housing and job growth
targets, the Commercial Core needs more innovative zoning and
design standards that will allow development capacity to be efficiently
utilized. Modification of select zoning designations and Floor Area
Ratio (FAR) requirements will bring the Commercial Core’s
underutilized sites into a more usable form, thereby increasing
development capacity. In addition, the recommended land use code
modifications will promote architectural variety in the Commercial
Core.
See Policies: PI, P2
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Recommendation
DRClDMC Rezone Adjust the zoning boundary between the DRC and DMC
zones along Second Avenue between Stewart and Union Streets.
w Second and Stewart Rezone Change the zoning of the half-block on the east
side of Second Avenue between Stewart and Pike Streets from DRC-85/150
to DMC-240.
m Second Avenue Rezone Study Conduct a zoning analysis to explore
rezoning the half-block on the east side of Second Avenue between Pine and
Union Streets from DRC-85050 to DMC. In this process, prepare additional
studies to determine appropriate building heights for the rezoned area.
High priority. See Commercial Core Matrix, Activity LU-1 and LU-la.

Purpose
w To stimulate new development, especially housing development, on
underutilized sites by providing adequate development capacity.
n To promote more pedestrian and street-level commercial activity in areas with
unstable streetscape environments.

Recommended for zoning /
chanae from DRC851150
to Dl’% 240
@j?&?j Recommended for further
zoning analysis of change
from DRC85/150 to DMC
and further study of
appropriate heights
I

Seattle Commercial Cora

Rezone Proposals

Rationale
The current Downtown Retail Core (DRC) is
focused in the Westlake area and is growing
eastward around the new Pacific Place
Center and up Pike Street toward the
Convention Center. As a result, the Second
Avenue sites recommended for rezoning are
no longer situated for large scale retail
development. in addifion, current zoning on
these sites allows limifed height potenfial(85
to 150 fee0 coupled with a significant retail
requirement. Thus, these half-block sites are
too small to provide adequate capacity to
affract new development. Rezoning the
sites with a DMC designation will
encourage, mixed-use retail/housing
development. This designation is more
consistent with zones abutting the sites’
north, south, and west sides, as well as with
existing structures abutting the sites’ east
side. New mixed-use development with
street-level retail will help stabilize what is
now a deteriorated streetscape environment,
and upgrade the image and character of the
major pedestrian connection between
Westlake Center (fhe Retail Core) and Pike
Place Market.

East side of Second Avenue between Stewart and
Pine Streets. (Area proposed for rezone.)

East side of Second Avenue between Pine and Pike
Streets. (Area proposed for rezone study.)

East side of Second Avenue between Pike and
Union Streets. (Area moDosed for rezone sf&v-)
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Recommendation
Small Site Development Eliminate FAR restrictions on small sites (quarter-

block or less) in DOCI, DOCZ and DMC zones, and calculate density based on
height limits only. Allow required parking to be provided on a cash in-lieu-of
basis at the owner’s option Require:
m Public benefit features:
l Retail Shopping (at street level)
* Qverhead weather protection
l Sculptured Building Tops (in lieu of setbacks)
l TDRs to be used for achieving any building area above FAR 15
n Design review
High priority. See Downtown Urban Ceder Matrix, Activity W-19.

Purpose
m To provide development capacity that is currently constrained by small
building sites to be used in meeting Comprehensive Plan targets.
n To promote development of small (quarter-block) sites with new small
buildings that contribute to the neighborhood’s architectural diversity and
character.

Smith Tower (FAR 20.1)

Hoge Building (FAR 16)

Seattle Tower (FAR 15.2)

Existing quarter-block or smaller buildings that could not be built under the current land use code.
Currently permitted heights (based on FAR 14) are indicated by the dashed yellow lines.
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Rationale
Many of the downtown’s most attractive and
cherished older office buildings - Smith
Tower, Hoge Building, Seattle Tower, and
Olympic Tower, for example - are built on
small quarfer-block sites. Many potential
building sites in the DOW, DOE’, and DMC
zones are also small sites of one quarter
block or less. However, under current FAR
limits and bonus standards, small floorpiafe
buildings are no longer allowed in Seattle. in
practice, the required service cores (areas
devoted to circulation, restrooms, mechanical
equipment, etc.) for small-site buildings will
iimif their height to approximately 20 stories
(250-300 feet). Above this height, the
necessary service core size reduces the
building’s efficiency and limits its economic
via biiity.
There are approximately fen sites in the
Commercial Core that could potentially qualify
as quarter-block construction sites. if all of
these sites were developed using this
recommendation, it would increase the
Commercial Core’s development capacity by
approximately 600,000 square feet.
However, only 50% to 60% of the potenfiai
sites would be likely to seek this development
approach. Thus, the net effect of this
recommendation would be to increase the
Commercial Core’s capacity by approximately
300,000 fo 350,000 square feet, or between
I, 000 and 1,500 jobs (+/- 1%).

core for a building of
approximately 20 stories.

Relationship of lot area, service core size, and
building height.

F
is the relationship
between the gross area
permitted within a
structure and the area
of the lot on which it is
located.
Base FAR is the
density of development
that is allowed without
bonuses or Transfer of
Development Rights
(TDRs).

Recommendation
Building Height Variance Allow building heights within the Commercial
Core’s existing DOCI and DOC2 zones to exceed current height limits by
20% to 25% if the project provides urban design and public benefit features
supported by the neighborhood plan. Maintain current FAR provisions to
control overall building bulk. Require design review.
Medium-High priority. See Commercial Core Matrix, Activity LU-2.

Purpose
To offset the current code’s tendency to produce squat, unattractive
buildings.
n To improve the urban design relationship a building to its neighbors by
allowing a structure of similar height to adjacent buildings.
w To allow the scale of the building and its base to be better related to adjacent
smaller or low-rise structures.
n To allow a more efficient, functional configuration for the building tower.
E To allow better incorporation or provision of public benefit or public access
features in the building design or site plan.
n

Rationale
Current regulations for DOCI and DOC2
zones are producing low, bulky buildings with
inefficient floorplate layouts. Allowing
exceptions to the current height limit (without
increasing the density [FAR] allowed on a
site) would help eliminate this functional and
urban design characteristic. The result would
likely be buildings with more efficient
floorplates, better views, and more slender
profiles.

-----

--- -----

Additional
20-25%
t- -Height
----

1:1
II

Typical building
Typical existing Typical building
allowed under
that would result
building.
current regulations. from Building
Height Variance
recommendation.

Current height limits are substantially lower than
many existing downtown buildings and produce
low, bulky buildings. Allowing some additional
height, without increasing FARs, would provide
flexibility to produce better designs.
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Current bonus and TDR (Transfer of Development Rights) programs
do not offer incentives that support the Commercial Core’s goals of
creating jobs and encouraging the development of housing, Green
Streets, open space, and other public benefit features that the
neighborhood desires. While the Downtown Urban Center plan
recommends streamlining bonus and TDR programs for all downtown
neighborhoods, the following bonus items and priorities reflect
recommended program adjustments that specifically support the
Commercial Core’s goals and policies.
See Policies: P?, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7
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Recommendation
Tiering Elimination Eliminate the tiering system used to calculate maximum

FAR allowances. Develop an alternative system that assigns bonus values
and priorities based on community goals and policies. Make housing
development a high priority.
High priority. See Downtown Urban Center Matrix, Activity LlJ-4.

Purpose
m To simplify the system used to calculate FAR allowances
n To tailor FAR allowances in ways that achieve neighborhood priorities.
q To promote a mix of desirable public benefit features rather than the same
mix of benefits being used in almost all projects.

Rationale
The current code provides a hierarchy of
options for applying bonuses and TDRs to
achieve a site’s maximum allowable FAR.
Under this system, low-income housing,
performing arts theaters, and landmark
structure preservation are the only TDR
features usable to achieve FAR maximums.
Most developers and design professionals
agree with the intent of the existing bonus
and TDR system. However, they object to
the tiering formulas, which require that toplevel FARs be achieved only after other
bonus features have been applied. This
recommendation would eliminate tiering from
FAR calculations and replace it with a system
that requires that neighborhood priority
benefit features (for example, low-moderateincome housing) be achievable without
designating a specific FAR range for their
application. This approach would simplify the
current process of calculating allowable
FA Rs.

- TT
T

Performing
arts theaters
or Landmark Low-income
housing TDR
performing
Block TDR
FAR7to14
)dmark
arts
theater
or Lar
-rnl¶
with
I
FAR5tolO IFAR5to141
1

I run
-

t
Base

DOCI Bonus TDR System

The current code requires specific bonuses and
TDRs to be applied to specific FAR ranges. The
Tiering Elimination recommendation would permit
bonuses and TDRs to be applied anywhere within
the maximum FAR limit.

Recommendations
Bonus System Overhaul Re-evaluate the existing Floor Area Bonus System.

Simplify and balance the menu of bonusable public benefit features to reflect
neighborhood plan goals and policies. Eliminate unused or undesired features,
make highly desirable features into requirements, and consolidate similar
features. Review and update the system every three to five years.
High priority. See Downtown Urban Center Matrix, Activity LU-5.
TDR System Overhaul Re-evaluate the existing Transfer of Development

Rights system and reorder its priorities to reflect neighborhood plan goals and
policies. Review and update the system every three to five years.
High priority. See Downtown Urban Center Matrix, Activity LU-9.

Purpose
n

n

To streamline incentive systems in order to encourage development of public
benefits and land uses desired by the community.
To develop a process to periodically review bonus items and TDR programs
and recalibrate their values in order to achieve desired objectives.

Rationale
The FAR Bonus and TDR incentive systems
currently applied to downtown developments
are sophisticated and complicated. They are
difficult for developers, investors, planners,
designers, and legal professionals to master.
For example, the Downtown Urban Center
has 14 land use and overlay zones, 18 height
limits, seven “base” FAR standards, and nine
“maximum” FAR limits, and approximately 39
different zoning standards. There are four
different tables for calculating a total of I 14
public benefit features bonuses. There are
approximately six tiering procedures and
calculation approaches for combining the
above standards into a maximum building
FAR envelope. The Seattle Land Use and
Zoning Code is 794 pages long;
approximately half of the text pertains to
downtown land use and zoning designations
and calculations. Finally, Directors Rule 2093 (“Public Benefits Features”), which is 112
pages long, provides furfher guidelines for
calculating and applying bonuses and TDRs.

A “Public Benefit Feature” is an amenity, use, or
other feature determined to have general public
benefit, which is provided by a developer to qualify
for an increase in buildable floor area. This increase
in area is known as a “bonus.” The value of the
bonus reflects both public priorities for the feature
and its construction cost.

Recommendation
Small Building TDR Modify FAR requirements for small buildings (less than

8,000 square-foot floorplates) by allowing unused FAR development capacity
to be transferred as TDRs to other downtown sites at a multiplier of four.
Although buildings do not have to be eligible for landmark designation, require
buildings to be renovated in compliance with Landmark Board standards.
Medium priority. See Commercial Core Matrix, Activity LU-3.

Purpose
H To promote retention of unique, small buildings and thereby promote
architectural diversity in the Commercial Core.
n To provide a new TDR pool to support downtown investment.

Pike Place Market
Historic District

Several Buildings in the Pike Place
Market Mixed Zone could also take
advantage of this provision under
the administration of the Pike Place
Market Historic District.

m Seattle Commercial Core
kb Small Building[ Sites

The small buildings identified in the Commercial Core (outside of Pike Place Markef) have a total of about
54,000 square feet of unused development rights, which would produce approximately 216,000 TDRs.
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Rationale
A building type at risk in downtown Seattle is
the unique, small building on a small site of
approximately 8,000 square feet or less.
Because these structures are developed at a
density significantly below the base FAR for
the site, they are typically too small to supporl
complete renovation without some type of
incen five.

Examples of a small buildings that could benefit from transferring their unused development rights.
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Recommendation
Historic Building TDR Create a TDR for historic buildings that allows the

inherent, functional space inefficiencies (i.e.9 non-rentable area that is used for
elevators, stairs, hallways, bathrooms, etc.) of renovated, designated historic
structures to be transferred as TDRs to other downtown sites at a multiplied
value.
Medium-High priority, See Downtown Urban Center Matrix, Activity LlJ-16.

Purpose
To promote retention of historic buildings by encouraging building owners to
preserve historic buildings rather than redevelop them in order to capitalize
on a site’s development potential.
a To provide a new TDR pool to support downtown investment.
a To allow historic buildings to compete more effectively with modern building
designs.
n

Pike Place Market
Historic District

Several Buildings in the Pike Place
Market Mixed Zone could also take
advantage of this provision under
the administration of the Pike Place
Market Historic District. The potential
benefits of this recommendation are
being reviewed and need additional
analysis.

p, Downtown Commercial Core

kl--’ Designated Historic Build
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Rationale
Most historic commercial buildings are less
spatially efficient than new construction. This
Historic Building TDR recommendation would
allow non-rentable areas devoted to
circulation, restrooms, mechanical equipment,
etc. in historic buildings to be transferred as
TDRs to other downtown sites. These TDRs
would transfer at a multiplied ratio of 4 times
the calculated building inefficiency. Buildings
that utilize this TDR would be required to
adhere to the historic presentation standards
established by the Seattle Office of Urban
Conservation.

Tower
/Smith
Historic Building Inefficiencies:
0 Circulation areas
l Thick walls
l Odd-shaped floorplate
Can be *25% of a building
floorplate

L
Modern Building Inefficiencies
0 Circulation areas
Typically 215% of a building
floorplate

Historic buildings are typically much less spatially
efficient than modern buildings.
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Continued housing development in the Commercial Core will need
new incentives if development is to meet the Comprehensive Plan’s
housing production targets. The “Housing Incentive Super Bonus”
addresses this issue by significantly increasing the area’s ability to
meet growth targets while maintaining the current zoning system.
The intention of this recommendation is to enhance the ability of the
Commercial Core to meet its Comprehensive Plan targets.
See Policies: P?, P4
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Recommendation
Housing Super Bonus Create a housing development incentive package for

commercial and mixed-use projects in the DOCI , DOC2, and DMC-240 zones
of the Commercial Core. Retain existing base zoning but allows developers to:
w Increase existing base FAR by two in exchange for providing these public
benefit features:
l

Retail Shopping (at street level)

l

Sidewalk Widening
Overhead Weather Protection

l

w Increase maximum allowable FAR by three and increase building height by
30% if:
75% of the additional FAR is achieved by using housing bonuses in which:
- 25% of all units are affordable to low-moderate-income households
- 75% of all units are affordable to moderate-income households
l 25% of the FAR above the new base FAR includes at least three public of these
benefit features that support residents:
- Contributions to Green Streets or to off-site open space features, such as Urban
Plazas, Parcel Parks, and Hillclimb Assists (if applicable) (1.5 FAR)
- Human Services or Child Care Services facilities (1 .O FAR)
- Short Term Parking (below grade) (1 .O FAR)
- Transit Station Access (if applicable)
l

Housing may be built on or off site. If housing is built on site, it will be
considered “invisible,” i.e., it will not be counted in FAR calculations.
High priority. See Commercial Core Matrix, Activity LU-4, and Downtown Urban
Center Matrix, Activity 2.

Purpose
w To promote housing development in the Commercial Core.
w To simplify application and review of development projects.

Housing development incentives are typically
targeted to specific income levels. In 1998 dollars,
yearly income levels for a family of four were:
Low-Income = 50% or less of median income =
$29,500 or less
. Low-Moderate-Income = 50.1% to 80% of median
income = 29,501 to $47,200
= Moderate-Income = 80.1% to 100% of median
income = $47,201 to $59,000
n
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Rationale
A major emphasis of growth management
planning is to achieve the housing and
employment targets established for Seattle.
The Downtown Urban Center and its
neighborhoods have been assigned
aggressive housing and job targets. To
achieve these targets, special incentive
opportunities that accommodate housing and
job-oriented development will need to be
created.

Increase maximum
allowable height by
30% and FAR by 3

Existing allowable
height and FAR

This housing incentive bonus package would
be a zoning code special provision. This
provision would offer additional f-AR and
building height in exchange for the
development of low-income, low-moderateincome, and moderate-income housing and
other related public benefits desired by the
neighborhood. Since the Housing Super
Bonus would potentially affect only a few
Commercial Core sites, it should be
implemented immediately as a pilot project
for downtown. It is anticipated that this
proposal could add approximately 2.4%
(approximately 3200 jobs) to the Commercial
Core’s development capacity.

Increase Base FAR by 2

Existing Base FAR by 5

Height
Existing height limit
Incentive height limit
(+30%)

24

I
450

300

585
390
(+I 3 5 ’ ) (+90’)

240

240

312
(+72’)

312
(+72’)

L

Seattle Public Librav: Assume
cir;$,fment potential will not

c

Seattle Civic Center: Public Safety
Building Site could utilize the
Housing Super Bonus if the site is
leased to a developer

,\m Seattle Commercial Core
ti Potential Housing
Super Bonus Sites

Existing
Maximum Capacity

Capacity Added by
Housing Super Bonus

DOCI

959,644 SF

205,638 SF

DOC2

1,658,600 SF

497,580 SF

718,774 SF

308,046 SF

3,337,018 SF

1 ,011,264 SF

DMC-240 *
TOTALS

*Assumes DRC along Second Avenue between Stewart and
Pine Streets is rezoned to DMC-240.
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Recommendation
“invisible” Housing FAR Exemption Allow housing to be “invisible,” or

exempt from FAR calculations, within the DOCI zone of the Commercial Core.
High priority. See Downtown Urban Center Matrix, Activity LU-2a.

Purpose
n

To provide additional housing development potential in the Commercial Core.

Rationale
Without this change, the DOC zone will
develop primarily with commercial/office
structures.
Increase maximum
allowable height by
adding housing

Existing allowable

Example of building with housing added up to the
height limit above the maximum allowed FAR.
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Public space in the downtown is a precious resource for employees,
residents, and visitors. The Commercial Core depends on
convenient, safe, and attractive pedestrian environments for its
continued success as the retail and business center of Seattle.
Streets are dynamic civic spaces that link buildings and open spaces.
Open spaces and public gathering areas provide breathing room,
recreational opportunities, and celebratory places that create a
humane city and neighborhood identity.
See Policies: P5, P6, P7, P9, PIO, PI2

Recommendation
City Property TDR Enable unused development capacity from City-owned
property within the Downtown Urban Center to be available for sale as TDRs.
Earmark proceeds from sales to finance designated Green Street projects.
High priority. See Downtown Urban Center Matrix, Activity LU-14.

Purpose
H To help fund Green Street design and construction.

Rationale
Several projects being planned on publiclyowned properfies in the Commercial Core will
likely be developed at intensities significantly
below the sites’ full development potential.
These projects include: the new Seattle Civic
Center, proposed for the current Municipal
Building site at a scale that will use only
about 25% of the site’s full development
potential; and the proposed new Seattle
Public Library, on a site zoned DOC? with a
base development capacity of 200,000+
square feet and a maximum capacity of over
600,000 square feet.
The City currently has a Green Street plan
and a Green Street designation ordinance but
there is no organization or funding to support
Green Street implementation. The unused
development capacity on civic sites could be
put to use in supporting Green Street
development.

Allowable FAR envelope

A City-owned building that fills only a portion of its
allowed FAR envelope would be allowed to sell
unused development rights as TDRs to finance

implementation of downtown Green Streets.

The planned Seattle Civic Center may be eligible to
use this proposed City Property TDR.
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Recommendation
Open Space TDR Allow current and future sites retained or developed as

open space to sell unused development capacity as TDRs to other downtown
projects. Open space developed as part of a projects public benefit features
program would not be eligible as TDRs. Open spaces sending TDRs must
conform to location and development criteria established in the downtown
neighborhoods’ plans and the Downtown Urban Design Plan.
Medium-High priority. See Downtown Urban Center Matrix, Activity LU-15.

Purpose
n

To help promote and fund open space development.

Rationale
Like the entire Seattle Downtown Urban
Center, the Commercial Core is significantly
short of open space and outdoor areas with
which to support planned job and housing
growth. If is unlikely that any existing funding
method will be able to afford to develop the
3pen space that is desirable. Some
mechanism to finance and support more
3pen space in downtown is needed.
A project would be allowed to sell unused
development rights from open space (provided that
the open space is not part of the project’s public
benefit features) as TDRs to finance new open
space in the downtown.

{es tlake Park

Benaroya Hall garden

Recommendation
Pedestrian Streetscapes Implementation Designate a single City

department to administer the process of designing, permitting, constructing,
and maintaining pedestrian-oriented streets, in cooperation with other City
departments, adjacent property owners, and downtown business organizations.
The lead department should be staffed by qualified urban designers, not traffic
engineers.
High priority. See Downtown Urban Center Matrix, Activity LU-24.

Purpose
n

To administer coordinated urban design, construction, and maintenance of
Green Streets.

Rationale
The existing Green Streets Ordinance (DCLU
Directors Rule 1 I-93/SED Directors Rule 934) sets forth a definition of Green Street types
and a process for designing and permitting
Green Streets projecfs. The intent of the
ordinance addresses an vital issue for the
Commercial Core, i.e., creating attractive,
pedestrian-friendly streets. However, in
practice, the ordinance falls short of its intent
due to lack of design direction, a
cumbersome review process, fragmented
implementation authority, and lack of funding
for design and construction.
Currently, implementation of Green Streets is
driven by individual developers who may opt
fo design and construct a segment of a Green
Streef as part of a project’s public benefit
features program. SEA TRAN has authority
for-jurisdiction of the sfreet right-of-way,
including permitting. DCLU and the Design
Commission are responsible for reviewing a
Green Street’s design, but they have no
authority to enforce design standards or allow
appropriate departures from those standards.
Maintenance is left to the responsibility of
abutting property owners, who may or may
not carry out maintenance standards
appropriate to the city’s Commercial Core.
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University Street (Green Street)

Recommendation
Pedestrian Streetscapes Funding Devise a funding mechanism for

implementing the design, construction, and maintenance of pedestrian-oriented
streets. Include:
u Bonds
m Neighborhood plan implementation monies
m Public benefit feature contributions from developers
m Cjty Property TDRs (See p. >
Medium-High priority. See Downtown Urban Center Matrix, Activity LU-23.

Purpose
m To dedicate funding for urban design, construction, and maintenance of
Green Streets.

Rationale
In the Commercial Core, pedestrian
circulation is the least expensive and most
effective mode of connecting the
neighborhood’s retail facilities with other land
uses. Yet funding for creating pedestrian
oriented streetscapes is lacking. Currently,
funding for Green Streets and other
Pedestrian improvements relies on FAR
bonus system incentives, grant funding, and
volunteerism. The current bonus system
does not provide strong incentive for
developers to contribute to Green Streets as
a public benefit feature. Even when the City
does find grant monies for engineering and
construction, funding for urban design
development is typically lacking.
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In contrast to downtown Seattle’s new buildings, with their attention to
architectural detail and high-quality materials, many of the
downtown’s sidewalks are poorly designed, cheaply constructed, and
embarrassingly dilapidated. The Commercial Core Neighborhood
Plan supports the Downtown Urban Center Plan’s recommendation to
develop a comprehensive, urban design master plan. This
Downtown Urban Design Plan will guide the design and maintenance
of capital projects, street right-of-ways, parks, and other public
spaces in the downtown area. The Downtown Urban Design Plan
should establish appropriate character and functional criteria for the
downtown’s public spaces The Urban Design Plan should build on
the goals and policies of the Downtown Urban Center and all the
downtown neighborhoods.
See Policies: P2, P3, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, PIO, Pf2
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Recommendation
Downtown Urban Design Plan Secure funding, designate key City staff,
appoint a citizen advisory committee, and hire consultants to form an
interactive design team in order to develop a Downtown Urban Design Plan.
The Urban Design Plan should:
E Create a highly visual, unifying framework master plan that enhances the
unique architectural, streetscape, and public space character of each
downtown neighborhood and reinforces a sense of place.
q Establish a hierarchical network of streets, open spaces, and activity nodes
that strengthens connections between downtown neighborhoods.
6 Address the relationship between public and private space and coordinate
public and private development.
n Identify specific policies, projects, and implementation actions.
H Coordinate major planning and design efforts taking place in the downtown.

As it relates to the Commercial Core, the Urban Design Plan should address
these issues which are discussed in greater detail on the following pages:
0 Civic Facilities
@ Design Standards and Maintenance
- Seattle Civic Center
- King County Administrative Center
- Seattle Public Library
- Light Rail Station Areas
0 Public Space
- Urban Form
- Open Space
- Pedestrian Streetscapes
- Green Streets
- Great Streets
- Transit Streets
- Sky Bridges and Alley Vacations
-Waterfront and Alaskan Way

- Streetscape Design Standards
- Sidewalk Pavement
- Objects in the Right of Way
- Public Art
- Streetscape Fixtures
- Landscape Elements
- Wayfinding and Public Graphics
- Design Guidelines
- Repairs and Restoration
- Utility Coordination
- Maintenance
@ Implementation
- Scope of Work
- Plan Coordination
%gh priority. See Downtown Urban Center Matrix, Activity LU-21.
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Civic Facilities
Seattle Civic Center Planning for the new Seattle Civic

Center should establish a unique, visible, and appropriate
image for the seat of Seattle’s municipal government.
King County Administrative Center Improvements to King

County’s courthouse, administrative, and corrections facilities
should be coordinated with the adjacent Seattle Civic Center
planning, which is proceeding on a parallel schedule.
Seattle Public Library Planning for a new state-of-the-art

Seattle Public Library at the heart of the Commercial Core
should consider the Library’s potential for increasing open
space and impacting housing and retail services.
Light Rail Station Areas Planning around transit stations in

the Commercial Core should encourage development that
reflects the neighborhood’s desire to concentrate employment
along high-capacity transit corridors. The Urban Design Plan
should address pedestrian-oriented impacts around stations.

L

Seattle Public Library

n
C

Kina Countv
Adfiinistrative Center
Seattle Civic Center
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:....*:

Light Rail Station Areas

= -

Light Rail Route

Seattle Commercial Core

Civic Facilities

Public Space
Urban Form -The Downfown P/an (Office of Management and

Planning, 1985) outlines in general terms a number of urban
form issues and policies for the downtown including: Historic
Preservation; Building Heights, Building Scale; Street Level
Views; Street Level Development Standards; Uses at Street
Level; Use of Street Space; Signs; Open Space. The Urban
Design Plan should review and update these policies and
provide more detailed design direction. In addition, the Urban
Design Plan should address urban form issues pertinent to the
Commercial Core, including: Sky Bridges; Alley Vacations;
Landmarks and Destinations; Gateways and Connections;
Waterfront Pedestrian Connections; and Water Views.
Open Space Planning for the Commercial Core’s open space

should be coordinated with other downtown neighborhoods.
Open space plan should provide a range of urban, naturalistic,
active, and passive open space components. The potential
For converting underutilized street right-of-ways into open
space should be explored.

m Existing Open Space
.==== Existina Green Streets
- - - Proposed Green Streets

m Downtown Commercial Core

LLJ Green Streets and Open Space

Gateway Connector and Special Use Streets Two of

Seattle’s main gateway and connector streets are Second and
Fourth Avenues. Both streets also have individual
characteristics of abutting building plaza/entry courts, public
open spaces, public institution structures and strong links to
adjacent neighborhoods. These streets, and other
Commercial Core streets, should be individually analyzed for
their unique contributions to the Commercial Core. This
analysis should be the basis for developing urban design
standards for individual streets that will define their unique
character and guide their future development O
Pedestrian Streetscapes In the Commercial Core, attractive
streets with good pedestrian circulation are essential. Streets
in the Commercial Core should emphasize the pedestrian as a
vital functional component of a comprehensive transportation
plan. Light rail and job growth will bring thousands of
additional pedestrians into downtown, increasing the need for
gracious, safe, well-designed functional sidewalks.
Green Streets Green Streets (existing and new) should be
identified as part of the Urban Design plan, with emphasis on

streets that connect to the waterfront and to adjacent
neighborhoods. Mechanisms are needed for funding,
designing, and administering the implementation of Green
Streets. These mechanisms should include specific urban
design, engineering, construction, and long-term maintenance
components.
Great Streets The Mayor’s office has designated Westlake

Avenue as a Great Street, or a major transportation corridor
with opportunities for housing development and intensive
streetscape improvements. The Mayor has instructed
SEATPAN to begin planning for implementation and
identifying funding for the project. Westlake is an important
link between the Commercial Core to Lake Union. The
street’s width suggests boulevard treatment and its diagonal
orientation offers opportunities for creating Green Streets and
open space. The Urban Design Plan should address
Westlake’s role and character and should provide urban
design direction to guide streetscape improvements. The
Urban Design Plan should also specifically address the design
of Westlake Circle, a open space planned for the intersection
of Westlake Avenue with Fifth and Sixth Avenues.
Transit’ Streets Additional surface bus traffic is anticipated

when light rail operations displace bus traffic from the tunnel
to surface streets. This high-volume surface bus traffic could
be detrimental to the Commercial Core’s pedestrian-oriented
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retail environment. As part of the Urban Design Plan,
coordinated downtown-wide transit planning should consider
the Commercial Core’s strong pedestrian focus and should
include measures to mitigate negative impacts of surface
transit on pedestrians. These measures should include
intensive pedestrian-oriented streetscape improvements, such
3s well-designed bus stops with shelters that do not impede
Dedestrian flow on the sidewalk.
Sky Bridges and Alley Vacations Increasingly, developers

are petitioning the City right-of-way vacations that grant use of
:he public right-of-ways for private development. Sky bridges
and alley vacations are becoming commonplace, with little
debate over the long-term cost/benefit impact on the streetevel pedestrian environment and circulation system. The
Jrban Design Plan should develop clear policies for limiting
;treet vacations.
Naterfront and Alaskan Way The Urban Design Plan

;hould highlight the downtown’s spectacular natural setting
tnd address the relationship of downtown Seattle to its most
jrized feature -the central waterfront along Elliott Bay.
;urrently, the entire downtown is cut off physically and
risually from the waterfront by the intimidating and noisy
Vaskan Way viaduct and arterial. Critical components of the
Jrban Design Plan should be: development along Alaskan
Vay piers; Port of Seattle development plans; views of the
vater; pedestrian access to the waterfront area; opportunities
3 access to the water itself; waterfront transportation
:onnections; conflicts between rail, freight, vehicle, and
bedestrian mobility; and waterfront connections between
lowntown neighborhoods.
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Design Standards and Maintenance
Streetscape Design Standards The Urban Design Plan

should review and update City streetscape design and
construction standards and customize them for the
Commercial Core. Streetscape standards should reflect a
character and function that is appropriate to the Commercial
Core’s streets. Sidewalk widths should meet level-of-service
standards, i.e., sidewalks should be wide enough to
accommodate the Commercial Core’s high pedestrian
volumes. Sidewalks should also accommodate some outdoor
uses of adjacent businesses and provide a buffer between
pedestrians and vehicle traffic. Streetscape design standards
should address: required setbacks from the curb to the
walking zone; curb treatments/types; corners layouts (i.e.,
corner turning radii, ADA ramps, brass inlaid street names);
inlaid sidewalk art; utility grates (type and placement); utility
boxes(type and placement); utility pole consolidation; and
sidewalk pavement.
Sidewalk Pavement Because they are typically developed in

conjunction with abutting private development, the
Commercial Core’s sidewalks consist of a hodge-podge of
different types and qualities of pavement. Sidewalk
treatments vary greatly from site-to-site and block-to-block.
As a result, there is no unified Commercial Core streetscape
character. Because maintenance of so many pavement types
is difficult, many sidewalks have been inappropriately
repaired. The Urban Design Plan should establish unifying
standards for public sidewalk pavement.
Objects in the Right-of-Way Poorly located utility poles,

utility boxes, parking meters, newspaper dispensers, garbage
receptacles, sandwich boards, public art, bus shelters,
planters, and other objects often obstruct the flow of
pedestrian traffic in the walking zone of downtown sidewalks.
These objects are especially hazardous for people with vision
impairment. Objects in the right-of-way should be simplified,
clustered, consolidated, aligned, relocated, or eliminated
wherever possible. The Urban Design Plan should develop
policies for addressing these issues.
Public Art Public art can celebrate its environment or it can
degrade it. The Urban Design Plan should develop a strong
public involvement process and criteria for selecting and
incorporating art in the public right-of-way. Public art in the
Commercial Core should reflect the area’s unique context and
character.
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Streetscape Fixtures Pedestrian lights, roadway lights trash

-eceptacles, recycling receptacles bicycle racks, benches,
drinking fountains, newspaper dispensers, kiosks, tree grates
)lanters, utility grates, utility boxes and bus shelters are all
nieces of furniture in the public living room. Yet these
gtreetscape fixtures are typically treated more like industrial
;tructures than like functional and aesthetic elements in our
lublic home. Too often, their design and materials are low
quality and their placement is haphazard. The Urban Design
‘lanning effort should include research of street fixture
nanufacturers used by Portland and other cities with high
urban design qualities. The Urban Design Plan should identify
I set of streetscape fixtures appropriate for use in the
lowntown.
.andscape Elements Not only does vegetation aesthetically

ioften the urban environment, but it provides environmental
benefits as well. For example, street trees mitigate glare by
kroviding shade, improve air quality by filtering carbonnonoxide-polluted air, reduce stormwater run-off by providing
‘oil for water to filter through, and provide a physical buffer
letween pedestrians and vehicle traffic. The Urban Design
‘Ian should address ways to strengthen both the aesthetic
:nd environmental qualities provided by natural elements It
hould establish policies and design standards for the use of
treet trees (for example, should they be in pits or in raised
lanters?) and other vegetation.
Vayfinding and Public Graphics Wayfinding signs, street

igns, bus stop signs, transit station signs, and other public
igns need to be designed in an integrated manner. The
lrban Design Plan should build on the Wayfinding study
?cently completed by SEATRAN and to develop detailed
esign guidelines for a coordinated system of public graphics.
his system should incorporate the visions of the individual
owntown neighborhood plans and should be an integrated
omponent of the Urban Design Plan.
lesign Guidelines The City is in the process of developing

esign guidelines customized for neighborhoods. New design
uidelines for the downtown are already in process. The
rban Design Plan should coordinate with this process and
lould address pedestrian qualities (such as the relationship
’ buildings to the street) and private development standards
‘uch as building entries, setbacks, windows, courtyards; and
)ntinuous faCade treatments). The process for design review
’ both oublic and private oroiects should also be imoroved.
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Building Form and Massing The existing zoning and land

use code contains provisions dictating setbacks, open space
requirements, and required modifications of building form.
The intent of these provisions is to create more interesting
building forms. When uniformly applied, however, the
provisions also promote the repetitive building solutions. The
urban design plan should look at developing alterations or
periodical revision of these form giving provisions. These
alterations and periodic changes could promote the
development of evolving building types and create a more
diverse and interesting urban skyline.

Repairs and Restoration Any construction that takes place

in a Commercial Core right-of-way greatly impacts the image
of the City that is experienced by thousands of pedestrians
every day. The Urban Design Plan should establish criteria
for timely completion of sidewalk and roadway repairs so that
it does not unduly disrupt business, retail, and tourism
activities. In addition, when pavement is repaired, it is
typically constructed to much lower design and material
standards than the original roadway. The Urban Design plan
should establish criteria and standards for restoring disrupted
sidewalks and roadways in keeping with their original design
and materials.
Utility Coordination Roadways are constructed and

reconstructed by many entities. In addition to SEATRAN,
various public and private utilities frequently access subsurface areas in the roadways. The Urban Design Plan
should establish requirements for scheduling coordinated
street work, and standards for pavement restoration.
Maintenance The Urban Design Plan should develop a

policy and funding mechanism to assure long-term
maintenance and upkeep of existing and new public spaces.

Implementation
Scope of Work The first steps in creating the Urban Design

‘Ian should be securing funding and hiring a consultant
develop a detailed scope of work. The scope of work should
nclude a comprehensive work program, a phasing plan to
xoduce pieces of the work program, and a detailed budget
2nd schedule. The timeframe for completion of the Urban
Iesign Plan should be no more than two years.
4an Coordination The Urban Design Plan should build on

he Commercial Core recommendations presented herein as
veil. as recommendations from the Downtown Urban Center
snd other downtown neighborhoods’ plans. The Urban
Iesign Plan should also coordinate with: Seattle Civic Center
llanning; King County Administrative Center planning; Seattle
Qblic Library planning; and Sound Transit station area
llanning; Monorail and Downtown Circulation planning; Green
streets implementation; South Downtown Planning;
Washington State Ferry planning; Port of Seattle waterfront
jlanning; Westlake Great Street design and implementation;
‘ine Street Planning; downtown Wayfinding project;
Downtown Design Guidelines development; South Lake Union
jlanning; and all City capital improvement projects in the
1owntown.
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